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Abstract—This paper presents an analytic framework to evalu-
ate the performance of peer to peer (P2P) networks. Using the time
to download or replicate an arbitrary file as the metric, we present
a model which accurately captures the impact of various network
and peer level characteristics on the performance of a P2P net-
work. We propose a queueing model which evaluates the delays
in the routers using a single class open queueing network and the
peers as M/G/1/K processor sharing queues. The framework takes
into account the underlying physical network topology and ar-
bitrary file sizes, the search time, load distribution at peers and
number of concurrent downloads allowed by a peer. The model
has been validated using extensive simulations with campus level,
power law AS level and ISP level topologies. The paper also de-
scribes the impact of various parameters associated with the net-
work and peers incluing external traffic rates, service variability,
file popularity etc. on the download times. We also show that in
scenarios with multi-part downloads from different peers, a rate
proportional allocation strategy minimizes the download times.

I. INTRODUCTION

Peer to peer networks provide a paradigm shift from the tra-
ditional client server model of most networking applications by
allowing all users to act as both clients and servers. The pri-
mary use of such networks so far has been to swap media files
within a local network [25] or over the Internet as a whole [1],
[3], [4]. These networks have grown in their popularity in the
recent past and the fraction of network traffic originating from
these networks has consistently increased [2]. Understanding
the factors affecting their performance and developing models
to quantify their impact is thus of critical importance to facili-
tate the development of peer-to-peer networks and to ensure the
proper utilization of the networking infrastructure. In this pa-
per we address this issue and develop an analytic framework for
modeling and evaluating the performance of peer-to-peer net-
works while accounting for architectural, topological and user
related factors.

The paradigm shifts associated with peer-to-peer networks
and its inherent features necessitate the development of new
models to account for their behavior. In addition to the blurring
of the distinction between the roles of cilents and servers, the
presence of a node in the network can be transitory with peers
continually joining and leaving the network arbitrarily over any
given period of time. Finally, network and end user heteroge-
nieties like different access speeds at different peers, file popu-
larity, number of simultaneously allowable downloads at a peer
etc. need to be taken into account to get realistic results. Exist-
ing literature on the performance and modeling of P2P networks

primarily focus on measurement and simulation based studies
[14], [13], [11], [6], [10]. Analytic efforts to model the perfor-
mance of P2P networks using fluid or branching process based
Markov models are presented in [12], [15], [16], [17] and focus
on the transient or steady state behavior of the number of peers
in the network. A closed queueing system model for P2P net-
works is presented in [5]. The existing models fail to capture
the performance of a P2P network in terms of a user’s view-
point: How long does it take to download a file, if available,
from the network? while accounting for the various user and
network level factors which are inherent to P2P networks. This
paper addresses this issue and in addition to the to modeling the
performance in terms of download times can also be used to de-
velop peer selection policies and user level policies to improve
the system performance.

In order to address the above concerns, our model decom-
poses the time required to replicate a file into two components:
(1) network latencies and (2) peer level latencies. These com-
ponents are then modeled using

1) Single class open network of the core routers with the first
come, first serve (FCFS) discipline with arbitray arrival
and service patterns to model the network latencies.

2) M/G/1/K processor sharing queues with arbitrary con-
straints on the number of allowable servers and file size
distributions to model the peer level latencies.

The routers are analyzed as standard GI/G/1 queues, partially
characterized by the first two moments of the arrival and service
time distributions. The model is able to account for a number
of factors of peer-to-peer networks and network heterogenieties
like file popularity and size distribution, peer specific settings
like the number of simultaneous downloads allowed, different
access rates, physical topologies and search strategies. Using
our model, we also show that the optimal workload division
strategy in the presence of multiple sources is proportional to
the service rates at each peer.

Extensive simulations are conducted to validate the results
of the model. We show simulation results from three different
scenarios (1) a real University network (Columbia University),
(2) a national backbone (AT&T) with Internet service provider
(ISP) level topologies and (3) power law topologies [18]. For
each of these scenarios, our analytic results show a close match
with the simulation results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we differentiate the work presented in this paper from existing
literature. Section III presents the analytic framework for evalu-



ating peer to peer networks and Section IV discusses download
strategies in multi-part scenarios. In Section V we present sim-
ulation results to verify our model and also analyze the impact
of various factors on the network’s performance. Finally, Sec-
tion VI presents the concluding remarks.

II. RELATIONSHIP TO PRIOR WORK

In addition to applications involving file sharing, P2P net-
works have also been proposed for use in web caching,
distributed directory services, sotrage and grid computation.
While the majority of the existing literature on the performance
of P2P systems have focused on measurements, various analytic
models have recently been proposed. A measurement study
of the Gnutella network’s properties is presented in [13]. In
[11], the authors analyze four content delivery systems: HTTP
web traffic, Akamai content delivery network, and Kazaa and
Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing traffic. An analysis of user
traffic in Gnutella, specifically the performance in the presence
of freeloaders can be found in [6]. The measurement study in
[10] characterises the behavior of users as well the network,
such as the degree of co-operation among peers, the time spent
on-line, bottleneck bandwidths etc. for the Gnutella and Nap-
ster networks. In contrast to these studies, this paper develops
an analytic model for evaluating P2P networks.

In [12] a fluid model is used to characterise the performance
of BitTorrent like networks in terms of the average number of
downloads and download times. Stochastic fluid models are
also used in [15] to model the performance of P2P web caches
and web clusters. Branching process based Markovian models
to study BitTorrent like networks are used in [16]. In [17] P2P
networks are studied in terms of the required rates at which
nodes may enter and leave the network in order to maintain
system state. In contrast to our approach, the focus of these
studies is primarily on the evolutionary dynamics of the sys-
tem. These studies also do not account for queueing effects and
heterogeneities in hosts and the network.

The literature closest to our approach is that in [5] where a
closed queuing model for peer to peer networks has been pro-
posed. However, unlike our approach, this model does not cap-
ture the significance of the physical topology underlying the
P2P network. Accounting the impact of the physical network
topology is particularly important since a next hop peer in the
P2P network is not necessarily the same as Internet Protocol
(IP) next hop. The topology of the network governs the number
of routers, and thus the queues a packet passes through before
reaching the final destination. This model also does not capture
the effect of the differences in the file sizes of different requests
on the system performance. Another important abstraction un-
addressed in [5] is the heterogeneities in the network and hosts.
Although, the authors analyze the effect of freeloaders on the
system, the behavior of peers allowing only limited number of
simultaneous file transfers has not been modeled. Also, while
different on and off times for different classes of users have
been considered, different access rates and varying loads on dif-
ferent peers has not been modeled.

III. ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present our analytic framework for model-
ing the performance of peer-to-peer networks. While the frame-
work is applicable for large networks of the scale of the Inter-
net, for illustrative purposes, we confine the example scenarios
in this section to those of a campus or organization wide net-
work. In general, a network can be viewed as that consisting
of core routers, the interconnection of which form the network
backbone. Each of these routers acts as a gateway to one or
more subnets which may be local area networks (LANs) in the
case of campus networks and autonomous systems (ASes) in
the case of large networks. The autonomous systems can also
be further broken down into a network of intra-domain routers
which in turn act as gateways to subnets. The peers are the
nodes residing in the various subnets. This scenario is shown in
Fig. 1 where we consider a simple campus like scenario with
four routers and six subnets. If a user, say Y in Subnet D were
to download a file from another peer, say X in Subnet A, the
delays encountered would be

1) queuing delay at the core routers,
2) delay at the end peer to service the request and
3) link propagation delay

Subnet C

Subnet A

Subnet B

Subnet D

Subnet E

Subnet F

S3

S1 S2

S4

Peer X Peer Y

Peer Z

Fig. 1. An example topology of a peer-to-peer network in a campus environ-
ment.

Among the three, the propagation delay of each link is ar-
guably the most predictable and can be treated as a constant.
Propagation delays (of the order of few milliseconds in a LAN
and a few hundreds of milliseconds in inter-continental links)
are usually much lower the sum of the download delays due to
the end peers and the network’s queueing delays. In this paper
we thus focus on the network queueing delays and the delays at
the end peers. For our analysis we break up the system into two
components:

1) Single class open network of the core routers with the
first-come, first serve discipline, no capacity constraints
and general arrival and service time distributions. The
network model is described in Section III-A.

2) The end peers which are analyzed as processor shared
nodes with finite/infinite capacity and arbitrary service
times. The peer model is elaborated upon in Section III-
B.

In other words, the peers residing in the various subnets con-
nected to the routers are not part of the first component. From



a perspective of queuing analysis, packets from node X to node
Y would see the system in Fig. 1 as that in Fig. 2. The to-
tal file transfer delay is given by the sum of the core network
delay component i.e. queuing delay at the intermediate routers
and the end peer delay component i.e. which is nothing but
the transmission time of the file being downloaded. We now
present our models to evaluate these components.

Peer X

Router 1 ( GI/ G/ 1 ) Router 2 ( GI/ G/ 1 )

Router 3 ( GI/ G/ 1 ) Router 4 ( GI/ G/ 1 )

Peer Z ( M/ G/ 1/ K PS Server )

Peer Y ( M/ G/ 1/ K PS Server )

Fig. 2. Queuing model equivalent of Fig 1.

A. Router Network Model

In this section we present our model for characterizing the
delays at the core routers. We first derive expressions for the
traffic arrival statistics at the routers which are then used to de-
rive the network delays. We consider an interconnection net-
work of NR routers whose topology can be considered a ran-
dom graph and is specified using the routing matrix Q. Each el-
ement qij of Q specifies the fraction of traffic arriving at router
i that is destined for router j. The information encapsulated in
the routing matrix is leveraged to extract pertinent topological
properties (Section III-C). Packets in each router are assumed to
be served in a first come first served manner and no constraints
are placed on the queue lengths at the routers.

We model each router as a GI/G/1 queue to allow for arbi-
trary arrival patterns and packet size or service time distribu-
tions. The choice of a generalized interarrival (GI) process to
model the arrivals is motivated by the fact that traffic to a net-
work router can be quite erratic and does not necessarily follow
a Poisson distribution [21], [22] and may vary widely from net-
work to network. The squared co-efficient of variance allows
an extent of accountability for the variability that results from
bursty traffic. In our system model, traffic to the core routers
comprises of data from

• external sources which can either be the end hosts residing
in the subnet(s) connected to it or cross-traffic extraneous
to the network.

• from other routers that are directly connected to it.
Thus the total arrival rate at the jth router, λj , is a function of
both the total external arrival rate (assumed know) to it, denoted
by λ0j , as well as arrivals from each of the neighboring routers.
Similarly, the variability of the arrival process at a given router
is a function of the variability (SCV) of its external arrival pro-
cess as well as those of the arrivals from its immediate neigh-
bors. While the mean and SCV of the service time distribution
at the routers are assumed as inputs, the parameters of the ar-
rival process at each of the core routers are the unknowns that
remain to be determined. The approximation method [7], [8]
used in this paper to obtain the rate and variability parameters

λj total arrival rate at the jth router
τj service rate of the jth router
c2
aj SCV of the arrival process at the jth router

c2
sj SCV of the service distribution of the jth router

WQj
waiting time at the jth router before a packet gets service

Q routing matrix
pij proportion of arrivals to router j from router i
NC Total number of packets in the network at any given time

instant
TNR

Time spent by a packet in the router network

Pl blocking probability at the peer
µp peer service rate
Np number of connnections currently being served

at the peer
Wp service time for a request at the peer
C link capacity of the peer
m maximum number of requests allowed by

the peer
V total number of files shared in the P2P network
Von number of files shared by peers that are

currently online.
O(i) number of copies of the ith most popular file

in the network
B size of the file currently being downloaded
Npi

number ofconcurrent downloads at the ith peer
X̂i service time of the ith peer

TQS Time elapsed between query generation and
termination

TD Time required for the file transfer from the peer(s)
T Overall waiting time, expressed as a summation of

TQS and TD

TABLE I
NOTATION AND MODEL PARAMETERS

for the arrivals at the routers in the network is a parametric-
decomposition method, since the nodes are analyzed separately
after the parameters for the internal flows are determined.

In Section III-A.1 we develop a system of linear equations
involving the arrival rates and in Section III-A.2 those for the
variability parameters of the arrival process. Finally, Section
III-D derives the expressions for the mean waiting time and av-
erage number in the system as well as individual routers.

1) Traffic Rate Equations: We now calculate the traffic ar-
rival rates at each router. With λj denoting the traffic arrival
rate at router j, and τj denoting the average time taken by the
router to process a packet, the fundamental traffic-rate equation
at router j can then be formulated as

λj = λ0j +

NR
∑

i=1

λiqij j = 1, 2, · · · , NR. (1)

In matrix notation, these equations can be written as

Λ = Λ0(I − Q)−1, (2)

where Λ0 ≡ (λ0j) is the external arrival-rate vector, i.e. traffic
arriving from the subnets and Q ≡ (qij) is the routing matrix.



The assosciated offered load at node i, which also gives the
probability that the queue is busy is given by

αi = λiτi, 1 ≤ i ≤ NR (3)

Two other relevant metrics, the rate of arrivals from router j
from router i, λij , and the proportion of arrivals at router j
which originate at router i, pij , are given by

λij = λiqij

pij = λij/λj (4)

Equation (1) is essentially a rate balance equation, since our
assumption of infinite buffers at the routers and stable queues
implies that the incoming traffic rate equals the outgoing rate.
The only unknowns in Eqn. (1) are the arrival rates λi i =
1, · · · , NR since both Λ0 and Q are inputs to the model. The
solution of Eqn. (1), a system of NR linear equations in NR

variables, will therefore yield the total arrival rate at each router.
2) Traffic Variability Equations: Having calculated the rate

parameters assosciated with the internal flows, we now proceed
to obtain the system of equations yielding the corresponding
variability parameters i.e., squared coefficients of variation for
the arrival processes. We denote by c2

aj the SCV of the arrival
process at router j. The expressions for c2

aj and the related
parameters are as derived in [7] and are enumerated below

c2
aj = aj +

NR
∑

i=1

c2
aibij 1 ≤ i ≤ NR, (5)

where aj and bij are constants, depending on the input data,
and are given by

aj = 1 + wj

{

(p2
0jc

2
0j − 1)

+
n
∑

i=1

pij [(1 − qij) + (1 − νij)qijρ
2
i xi]

}

(6)

and
bij = wjpijqij [νij + (1 − νij)(1 − ρ2

i )], (7)

where xi, νij and wj are independent of the variability parame-
ters c2

aj being calculated. In Eqns. (6) and (7) p0j is the weight
assosciated with the external traffic while c0j denotes the SCV
of the external arrival process into router j. The variables xi

and νij are used to specify the departure operation from the
router; the variable wj characterizes the superposition of traffic
streams at the router. In our simulations, we use the values for
xi, νij , wj and νj as specified in [7]. xi is given by

xi = 1 + (max{c2
si, 0.2} − 1), (8)

where c2
si is the SCV for the service time of the ith router. Also,

νij = 0 and

wj = [1 + 4(1 − ρj)
2(νj − 1)]−1 (9)

with

νj =

[

NR
∑

i=0

p2
ij

]−1

(10)

where pij is given in Eq. (4).
In our analysis, while deriving expressions for the router net-

work, the peers are decoupled from the system and traffic from
them into the routers is equivalent to that generated by an ex-
ternal source. Hence, external traffic is often a combination of
several arrival streams. Let κi and ζ2

i denote the rate and vari-
ability parameters for the ith stream into node j. Thus, we have

λ0j =
∑

i

κi

c2
0j = wj

∑

i

(

κi

/

∑

k

κk

)

ζ2
i + 1 − wj

where wj is as evaluated in Eq. (9).
3) Network Latency: We begin with the steady-state waiting

time (before beginning service) at the routers, denoted by WQi
.

Using the results from [7], the expected waiting time at the ith

router can be shown to be

E[WQi
] = τiρi(c

2
ai + c2

si)gi/2(1 − ρi), (11)

where gi ≡ gi(ρi, c
2
ai, c

2
si) is defined as

gi(ρi, c
2
ai, c

2
si) =

{

exp
[

− 2(1−ρi)
3ρi

(1−c2
ai)

2

(c2
ai

+c2
si

)

]

c2
ai < 1

1 c2
ai ≥ 1

(12)
Let the number of packets in the ith router, including the one
in service, be denoted by NCi

. Using Little’s law, the expected
number of packets, E[NCi

], is given by

E[NCi
] = ρi + λiE[WQi

] (13)

The average time spent by a packet among the routers, which
is the network sojourn time is derived by applying Little’s Law
to the entire router network. Let λ0 be the total external rate of
traffic into the routers, i.e.

λ0 =

NR
∑

i=1

λ0i.

The total external arrival rate is also a measure of the throughput
of the router network. The total number of packets in the net-
work NC and therefore the sojourn time E[TNR

] or the router
network delay per packet is given by

NC =

NR
∑

i=1

NCi
, E[TNR

] =
NC

λ0
(14)

B. Modeling the end peer

We now propose a queuing model for the end peer and de-
rive an expression for the expected time it takes to service an
user requesting file download, starting with the arrival process.
We approach this queueing model from a per file request basis
rather than a per packet basis. In the network model that we
have chosen, each router is attached to a number of subnets,
which in turn harbor the end peers. In view of this, traffic or
download requests from the edge router can be thought of as
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Fig. 3. Splitting of the output stream at the router.

splitting in to several streams, one for every active end peer as
shown in Figure 3. It is also reasonable to assume that no single
peer grabs a major chunk of the end bandwidth. The presence
of cross-traffic, predominantly HTTP, also lends credibility to
this assumption. Under these conditions we now show that the
SCV of the arrival process at the end peers equals 1. If λd (cd)
denotes the departure rate (SCV) from the router and the prob-
ability that a request from that stream is destined for peer i is
denoted by pi, the incoming rate at peer i is

λdi
= piλd

and SCV of the this process is given by

c2
di

= pic
2
d + (1 − pi).

As the number of streams increase we have

lim
i→∞

λdi

λd

= 0

resulting in pi → 0 and therefore c2
di

→ 1. Though there could
be many processes other than an exponential distribution that
have an SCV of 1, we model the incoming process at the ith

end systems as Poisson with rate λdi
.

Since the service time is dependent on the file size being
downloaded and file size distributions being typically heavy
tailed [23], the service times at the queue cannot be modeled
as an exponential process. We allow for arbitrary distributions
for the service times thereby accomodating generalized models
for the file sizes.

Another significant modeling parameter that needs to be ad-
dressed is the number of files that a peer is willing to let the
other peers download from it at any given instant of time. A
savvy peer may limit this number in order to gain download
bandwidth leverage. Freeloaders form an extreme class of such
peers and do not share any files but contribute to the network
traffic by making frequent download requests [6]. If a request
for a file is made when the download limit has been reached, it
is lost and no file transfer takes place. Also note that there is no
queuing of requests at the end peer. In other words, a peer al-
lowing at most m simultaneous downloads functions as a node
with m servers and no queue buffer. The peer does not dis-
tinguish among the various arrivals i.e., each request is served
at the same rate as the others. When a new request arrives,
the service rates of the current transfers changes since all re-
quest receive equal service. Specifically, each service rate now

becomes C/current, with C and current representing the to-
tal service capacity of the node and number being served, re-
spectively. When a transfer terminates, the service rate for the
others increase as the capacity utilized previously for the de-
parted request can now be distributed among the current trans-
fers. Hence we model each end peer as a M/G/1/m Processor
Sharing (PS) queue.

Insensitivity results for M/G/1/m PS queues [9], reveal that
the state probability distribution and blocking or loss probabil-
ity results are identical to those obtained for the correspond-
ing M/M/1/m PS queue, whose state probabilities in turn are
identical to a M/M/1/m system. The state probabilities pk are
then given by

pk =
ρk(1 − ρ)

1 − ρm+1
Pl = ρm(1−ρ)

1−ρm+1 ρ = λdiX̂ (15)

for k = 0, 1, . . . ,m where Pl is the blocking or loss probability
i.e. the probability that the threshold limit for the file transfers
has been reached, and X̂ is the average service time per request.
The results for the average number of connections and waiting
time are the same for all the peers. Hence we omit the subscript
in the equations i.e., the waiting time of the ith peer X̂i ≡ X̂
and so on.

Throughput of the M/G/1/m PS queue can be written as
λP (1 − Pl), where λP = λdi is the overall rate of request ar-
rival. Not all requests that are made get serviced, due to the
file transfer threshold imposed, and hence only those arrivals
that make it before the threshold is reached obtain service. This
probability is (1 − Pl). Thus the effective rate of arrival to the
peer becomes λP (1 − Pl). The throughput can be equated to
the net arrival rate since no loss occurs at the peers, i.e. a file
transfer is not terminated midway. Implicit in this derivation is
that the end peer remains online throughout the period of the
file transfer. Using Little’s Law the expected service time that
a user encounters can then be expressed as

E[Np] = λP (1 − Pl)E[Wp]

⇒ E[Wp] =
E[Np]

λP (1 − Pl)
(16)

where E[Np] denotes the expected number of file transfers in
progress at the end peer at any given instant of time. E[Np] is
given by

E[Np] =

m
∑

i=1

ipi (17)

where pi is given in Eq. (15). Since the end peer is a Processor
Sharing system, the arriving request does not spend any time
waiting in the queue for service. Hence the total time spent at
the peer, is equal to the service time.

As an aside, if the restriction on the number of simultane-
ously allowable file transfers is lifted, i.e. m → ∞, the ex-
pected number in the system would then be

E[Np] =
∞
∑

i=1

ipi =
[ρeρ]′ − eρ

eρ

= ρ (18)



The blocking or loss probability would become zero due the
presence of the infinite server pool available.

C. Query Search Time

The time spent searching the network for a resource is an
important benchmark to measure the performance of a peer-to-
peer system. Although the potency of a query search hinges
upon several factors such as file popularity, number of online
peers, link bandwidth etc., we beleive that the queuing at the
core routers of the physical network is also influential. We de-
fine the query search time as the time taken for the entire search
process to terminate and not just the time for the first hit. We
discuss the two most popular search strategies employed cur-
rently in commercial P2P networks, such as Napster, Gnutella
and Kazaa, and derive an expression for the query search time.

The search technique employed to retrieve information
in P2P networks can be broadly classified under two cate-
gories:

• An architecture wherein a central server contains an index
of all the files that the nodes in the peer-to-peer network
share. In such an architecture, the search time for a query
is primarily the average lookup time to retrieve the infor-
mation. Thus

E[TQS ] =
k

µCs

(19)

where k is a constant and µCs is the mean service time of
the central server.

• A decentralized search architecture, wherein a peer for-
wards the query to it’s immediate neighbors and this pro-
cess is repeated until a specified threshold (TTLP ) is
reached. Thus search proceeds by flooding the network.
In order to limit the scope of flooding, a TTL value is asso-
ciated with each query. Each time a peer receives a query,
it decrements the TTL value and propagates the query fur-
ther to it’s peers only if the TTL value is greater than zero.
Furthermore, there are two variants of the decentralized
architecture

– A hierarchical overlay network wherein certain peers,
termed group leaders, are delegated with the respon-
sibility of mapping the names of content to IP ad-
dresses, for all the peers that have been assigned to
it’s group. Kazaa and FastTrack employ this architec-
ture.

– A flat, unstructured distributed topology where all
peers are equal; there is no hierarchical structure with
group leaders. Such networks resort to query flooding
when searching for data on the network. The Gnutella
network is an example of this architecture.

The peers and their communication relationships form an ab-
stract, logical network called an overlay network. Note that
the edges in the overlay network are not physical communica-
tion links, but instead only virtual links between the peers. For
example even though two peers span different ISPs on differ-
ent continents, they can be directly connected by an edge in
the overlay network, and therefore become one-hop neighbors.
The communication between two neighbors can span several
physical links and the response time for a query thus, can be

significantly influenced by the number of routers, i.e. the to-
tal queuing delay, encountered in the path. The task then re-
mains to find the average number of routers between two peers
in the network. Equivalently, we require the typical length of
the shortest path between two randomly chosen nodes on the
router graph. For any random graph it has ben shown in [19]
that this distance is approximately:

〈d〉 =
ln[(NR − 1)(ẑ2 − ẑ1) + ẑ1

2] − ln(ẑ1
2)

ln(ẑ2/ẑ1)
(20)

where ẑi is the average number of i hop neighbors and NR is
the total number of nodes in the router graph. Since this is
inherently a topological property, the information embedded in
the router adjacency matrix, a known entity, can be utlized to
derive expressions for ẑ1 and ẑ2. It is not too difficult to see
that

ẑ1 = [

NR
∑

i,j=1

Aij ]
/

NR ẑ2 = [

NR
∑

i,j=1

i6=j

IÂ(i, j)]
/

NR

where A is the router adjacency matrix, Â = A2 and IÂ(i, j)
defined as:

IÂ(i, j) =

{

1 if Âij > 0
0 otherwise

(21)

The query propagates in the peer network for TTLP hops, and
the response traces back to the originating host along the same
path in the overlay network through which it was forwarded.
The query process terminates when the last of the responses
finds it’s way back to the source. The expected time elapsed
between the query generation and termination is thus

E[TQS ] = [2TTLP 〈d〉

NR
∑

i=1

(E[WQi
] + τi)]

/

NR (22)

This is because the query packet encounters 〈d〉 routers on an
average between two one hop peers, and since it is forwarded
further for a total of TTLP hops, the total number of routers
encountered along the forward path is TTLP 〈d〉. The factor
of 2 comes in since the query response traces the same forward
path back to the query originiator. Note that

∑NR

i=1(E[WQi
] +

τi)/NR is the average queueing delay at a router where E[WQi
]

is given in Eq. (11).

D. Expected Download Time

1) Aggregate Peer Latency: Peer to peer networks like
Kazaa exploit the existence of multiple copies of a file to reduce
the total download time by transferring different fragments of
the file from different peers in parallel. Therefore a file that
is highly replicated can be expected to have a smaller down-
load time than a file with lesser number of copies. Note that
the performance improvement also depends on the loads at the
individual peers with the copies of the file, which in turn de-
pends on factors like the number of files a peer allows for shar-
ing, the maximum number of simultaneous downloads a peer
allows etc. In this section we derive expressions to characterize
the effect of splitting the download on the transfer time.



Measurement studies have shown that the number of replicas
of files in Napster and Gnutella is heavily skewed [6]. A suit-
able and accepted candidate distribution to model such a phe-
nomenon is the Zipf distribution. In order to find the number of
occurrences of a certain file, we assume the knowledge of two
modeling parameters, viz. the total number of files currently
shared in the entire network V , and the number of files shared
by the peers that are currently on-line Von. Then, by Zipf’s
Law, the ith most frequent object from a total of V files occurs

O(i) =
Von

iθHθ(V )
(23)

times in a collection of Von files, where Hθ(V ) is the harmonic
number of order θ of V and is defined as

Hθ(V ) =

V
∑

i=1

1

iθ
(24)

We now present a generic analysis for the congestion measures
at the peers. Among the O(i) peers available, assuming that
equal amounts are downloaded from each peer starting at the
same time, the download time is characterized by the “worst”
peer, i.e. the peer with the maximum service time. Let the ar-
rival rates at the O(i) peers, A1, A2, . . . , AO(i), be independent
and identically distributed, continuous random variables having
a common density f and distribution function F . Define

A[O(i)] = max{A1, A2, . . . , AO(i)}

Using results from order statistics, the density function of
A[O(i)] is given by

fA[O(i)]
(x) =

[O(i)]!

[O(i) − 1]!
[F (x)]O(i)−1f(x) (25)

Thus, having obtained the distribution of the largest arrival rate,
we use the expected value of the distribution to characterize the
arrival rate at the “worst” peer, λWP .

λWP =

∫ ∞

0

xfA[O(i)]
(x)dx (26)

Now each peer allows a random number (m) of simultaneous
downloads and we assume that each peer choses this number
independently from the same distribution. Then given that the
worst peer allows m files to be downloaded concurrently at any
instant of time, the expected number of files it is serving at any
point in time, E[NWP ], is given by

E[NWP | m] =

m
∑

i=0

ip(i) (27)

where the state probabilities pi are given in Eq. (15). Uncondi-
tioning on m, we have

E[NWP ] =

∞
∑

j=0

[

j
∑

i=0

ip(i)

]

P (m = j) (28)

When O(i) copies of the file being requested are available, we
schedule B/O(i) bytes of data to be transfered from each peer

where B is the total file size. The expected service time for the
data transfer at the “worst peer” is then

E[TWP ] =
B/{O(i)}

C/E[NWP ]
. (29)

2) Expected file transfer time: We conclude this section by
presenting the final expression for the file download time, i.e.
the time from when the query was generated until the the en-
tire file is downloaded, with O(i) copies of the file in the net-
work. Note that the network delay derived in Section III-A is
the delay encountered per packet and each packet spends a to-
tal time of E[TNR

] in the network, independent of the others.
Thus, the download time is determined by the time when the
last packet, that of the “worst” peer, reaches the destination.
The time when the last packet reaches the edge of the network
is when the “worst” peer is done transmitting it’s allocated file
part i.e. after E[TWP ] seconds. The packet, then spends a fur-
ther E[TNR

] in the network. Thus

E[TD] = E[TWP ] + E[TNR
] (30)

where E[TD] denotes the total download time where E[TWP ]
and E[TNR

] are given in Eqns. (29) and (14) respectively. In-
corporating the expression for the search time in the final ex-
pression for the overall waiting time, E[T ], gives

E[T ] = E[TD] + E[TQS ] (31)

with E[TD] as in Eq. (30) and E[TQS ] given by Eq. (19) for a
centralized architecture and by Eq. (22) otherwise.

a) LAN: The expression for the file download time in Eqn
(31) can be tailored to reflect more closely a LAN environment
and thus campus or enterprise wide P2P networks. If all the
O(i) replicas are within the same subnet, the total download
time would approximately be E[TWP ], i.e. the network com-
ponent can be ignored since no routers are involved. If there
exists at least one host residing on a different subnet, the queu-
ing delay at the routers comes into play. Using simple combi-
natorics, the number of ways to distribute O(i) hosts among ns

subnets without any restriction is given by
(

O(i)+ns−1
O(i)

)

. Then,
the probability that all peers reside in the same subnet is given
by

Pr{same} =

(

ns

1

)

(

O(i)+ns−1
O(i)

)
(32)

where ns is the total number of subnets in the LAN. Thus the
probability that there is at least one peer on a different subnet
having a copy of the file being downloaded is Pr{diff} = 1 −
Pr{same}. Thus, Eq. (31) can be modified as

E[TLAN ] = E[TQS ] + Pr{same}E[TWP ]

+Pr{diff}
(

E[TWP ] + E[TNR
]
)

IV. MULTI-PART DOWNLOAD

Often, due to replication of files, multiple peers host a copy
of the requested file in the network. Splitting the request
into non-overlapping parts and downloading the respective part
from each peer, instead of a single peer being responsible for



the entire download, often reduces the load on the peers as well
as saving on the total download time. The question that natu-
rally arises is: How should the file be split among the peers so
as to minimise the total download time ?. We claim that each
peer should be allocated a part that is proportional to it’s rate
of service in order to minimize the file transfer time. The proof
for our claim is elaborated below.

Claim 1 In a multi-part download, an allocation strategy
which downloads a part of the file from each peer proportional
to it’s service rate at the time of request minimizes the overall
download time.

Proof: The proof presented here assumes the service rate
of each peer to be static and invariant during the course of
download. This can easily be extended to a dynamic alloca-
tion by sampling the instantaneous rates and using the above
scheme to determine the new assignments.

Let ri, fi and ti denote the service rate of the ith peer, size
of the file F to be downloaded from ith peer and the time taken
to download fi from the ith peer respectively. Also, let t denote
the total download time. Note that ti = fi/ri. The download
time for the entire file is determined by the time taken for the
“worst” peer to finish it’s service, i.e.,

t = max{t1, t2, · · · , tn}

= max{
f1

r1
,
f2

r2
, · · · ,

fn

rn

}

If the file part allocation is done proportional to the rates then
we have

f1

r1
=

f2

r2
= · · · =

fn

rn

Therefore, t1 = t2 = · · · = tn and all n peers take the same
time to finish servicing their allocated quota, and we denote this
time by ta. Thus

ta = max{t1, t2, · · · , tn}

where t1 = t2 = · · · = tn. Since all hosts have equal download
times we have

(r1 + r2 + · · · + rn)ta = F (33)

Now, consider an arbitrary allocation of the file parts where ti

denotes the transfer completion time of the ith peer and and let
tb denote the maximum of these n times. Here not all the ti,
i = 1, · · · , n are equal, else it would equivalent to the previous
case. Thus in this scenario there exists at least one peer i such
that, ti < tb. Therefore

(r1 + r2 + · · · + rn)tb > F (34)

This can be explained as follows: in the case of arbitrary file-
part transfers assignment we have

n
∑

k=1

tkrk = F (35)

Since there exists at least one value distinct from tb, consider
the case where tk = tb ∀ k 6= i. In this case, the previous
equation can be written as

n
∑

k=1

k 6=i

tbrk + tiri = F (36)

Now tbri > tiri since tb is the maximum. Thus

n
∑

k=1

k 6=i

tbrk + tbri >

n
∑

k=1

k 6=i

tbrk + tiri

⇒ tb

n
∑

1

rk > F (From Eq. (36))

Hence Eq. (34) holds. Clearly, the above proof holds if there
exists more then one transfer time that differs from the maxi-
mum. The ratio of Eq. (34) and Eq. (33) gives

tb(r1 + r2 + · · · + rn)

ta(r1 + r2 + · · · + rn)
> 1

therefore we have tb > ta.
Futher results on the relative performance for three allocation

strategies, namely rate proportional allocation, equal allocation
and random allocation on the download times is presented in
Section V.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we validate our analytical model by com-
paring the results with those obtained from simulations. We
also use simulations to capture the interplay among the various
network and peer parameters and their contribution to the per-
formance of the P2P system. To prove the robustness of the
model, simulations are carried out for three structurally very
different topologies: (1) a real University network (Columbia
University), (2) power law AS level topologies and (3) a na-
tional backbone (AT&T) with Internet service provider (ISP)
level topologies.

The location of the peers hosting the requested file, plays a
central role in influencing the total file download period. In
order to account for this, we repeat the simulation for a given
set of parameters 200 times with various combinations of the
source and destination peers so that the final time, calculated as
the average of the 200 runs, is representative of the delay en-
countered by any source-destination tuple in the topology. The
parameter values that remain fixed accross all simulations are:
τi = .002, and the peer service rate µp = 10.

The rest of the section is structured as follows : Section V-A
elaborates on the setup and results for the Columbia Univer-
sity network while the power law topology and the ISP network
are discussed is Sections V-B and V-C respectively. Finally,
in Section V-D, we reflect on the implications of the simula-
tion/analysis plots obtained.
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(a) Columbia University network (b) Two tier AS router network (c) AT&T network

Fig. 4. Simulation topologies.

A. University Network

To evaluate our model in a campus level network, we simu-
lated the topology of Columbia University ([20]). The topology
from [20] is shown in Fig. 4(a) and comprises of 92 nodes, 34
core routers and 58 peers. We assumed that most of the peers
reside in the various dormitories of the University and that only
a handful are active from within the various departments. For
the simulations a random number (between 2 and 5) of peers
were attached to each subnet while the department routers were
assigned either one or two peers. Note that since our model
groups all non P2P traffic together as external traffic, we do
not have to explicitly place non-peer nodes in the simulation
topologies. A value of csi = 1.0 was chosen for these simula-
tions.

To validate our model, in Fig. 5(a) we compare the simula-
tion and the analysis results for the download time. The size
of the file being transferred was chosen to be 120 packets and
the figure plots the download time as a function of the degree
of replication of the requested file in the network. We note that
the simulation results match closely with the analysis and as ex-
pected, the download time decreases with increasing number of
copies.

B. Power law Topology

The power law topology generated using BRITE [24] was
constructed as a two-tier hierarchical network with 25 routers
and 50 peers. Peers are attached randomly to the network, with
the constraint that the chosen router be an Intra-AS node rather
than an Inter-AS one. The resulting topology is as shown in Fig.
4(b). A value of csi = 1.25 was chosen for these simulations
and the file size was again 120 packets. Fig. 5(b) compares the
simulation and the analysis results for the download time for
this topology and the download time is plotted as a function of
the degree of replication of the requested file in the network.
We again note the close match with the simulation results.

C. ISP Network

The third topology considered is that of an ISP network,
specifically, the topology of AT&T’s backbone in the United
States. The backbone layout obtained is from [26] and the
network was extended by attaching a random number of Au-
tonomous Systems (generated using BRITE [24]) to each core
router. The peers were attached randomly to these AS routers.

The final layout consisting of 44 routers, both backbone and
AS, and 50 peers is shown in Fig. 4(c). Again a value of
csi = 1.25 was used and the file size was 120 packets. Fig.
5(c) compares the simulation and the analysis results for the
download time for this topology as a function of the degree of
file replication and we again note the close match with the sim-
ulation results.

D. Sensitivity Analysis

We now evaluate the impact of P2P network features on the
download times. Fig. 6(a), shows the download time as a func-
tion of the file size and number of copies. We note that the de-
crease in the file transfer time is not linear with the number of
copies available in the network. This is because the network de-
lay, which is small compared to the peer delays for small num-
ber of copies, now starts dominating the total download time.
Fig. 6(b) shows the impact of the external traffic rate and its
SCV at the core routers on the file download time. The external
rate of traffic is uniformly increased accross all the routers in the
network until the utilization of the busiest among them reaches
1. When this threshold is attained, the network becomes unsta-
ble, resulting in a steep increase in waiting time (theoretically
infinity). The sharp upward curve in Fig. 6(b) concurs with
this observation. Finally, Fig. 6(c) shows the effect of the file
popularity and the number of simultaneous downloads allowed
by a peer on the download times. We note that the number of
allowed downloads has a more significant impact on the perfor-
mance.

E. Effect of File Allocation Strategies

In Section IV we proved that an allocation strategy which di-
vides the allocations proportional to the service rates is the opti-
mal strategy. We now use simulations to compare this strategy
against two others to evaluate the degree of performance im-
provement obtained with the optimal strategy. In addition to the
optimal proportional allocation we consider strategies where (1)
an equal amount is downloaded from each peer and (2) a ran-
domly chosen amount is downloaded from each peer. The sim-
ulations were conducted on the Columbia university topology
of Fig. 4(a).

In Fig. 7 we plot the download times associated with with
the three strategies as a function of the file size. For these sim-
ulations, 4 copies of the file were assumed to be available. We
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Fig. 5. Download time vs. Number of copies for the three topologies.
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Fig. 6. Parameter sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 7. Download times for different allocation strategies.

note that as expected, the proportional allocation leads to sig-
nificantly lower delays. Also, the the download time is a linear
function of the file size validating the intuition that the peer’s
component of the delay dominates the network delay in a LAN
type environment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an analytic framework to model
the performance of peer-to-peer networks. The model evalu-
ates the expected time to download a file in the P2P network
and accounts for a host of network and peer level characteris-
tics. Our model accounts for the search times, the queueing
delays at the routers of the network and peer characteristics like
the number of simultaneously allowed downloads at a peer, the
number of copies of the file etc. The model has been validated
using simulations with campus level, power law AS level and

ISP level topologies. Using the model and extensive simula-
tions we also illustrated the interplay among various critical pa-
rameters such as external traffic rates, service variability, file
popularity etc. and their influence on the download times. The
paper also showed that a rate proportional allocation strategy is
optimal for minimizing the file download time in scenarios with
multi-part downloads. Our results also show that, the presence
of multiple copies of a file beyond a certain number does not
result in a proportional decrease in the transfer time.
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